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Florin Tanas scu
 

Summary /3*
 

The loads on a dielectric or an insulation arrangement cannot
 

be precisely rated without properly assessing the manner in which
 

a pulse produced by a partial discharge is transmitted from the
 

point of the event to the point where it i recorded.
 

A number of analytical and graphic methods are presented,
 

and computer simulationtara used which were developed by the
 

author for specific cases of a few measuement circuits. It
 

turns out to be possible to determine the effect of each circuit
 

element and thus make some valid corrections.
 

1. INtroduction
 

With an accurate recording of the pulses which indicate a
 

partial discharge it is possible to precisely rate the loads on
 

a dielectric or an insulation arrangement. Unfortunately, how

ever, the display of this discharge on an oscilloscope allows a,
 

some distortions due to circuits inserted between the recording
 

instrument and the point at which the error ocours, Owing to
 

their time constant these circuits change the rise time of the
 

pulse and reduce the amplitude.
 

Thus an incongruity appears between the actual load on the
 

dielectric and the load which is estimated to be much smaller
 

according to the pulse displayed on the oscillograph.
 

In recent years the ever=increasing use of oscillographs
 

* Numbers ±n the margin indicate pagination in the foreign text.
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with wide-band amplification has made it possible to precisely
 

determine the shape parameters and pulse parameters [1,2]. The
 

problem will become even more important in the future if the
 

measurement of partial discharges using narrow-band measuring
 

devices is supplemented by wide-band measurements in order to
 

gain additional ifformation about the pulse [3].
 

In this connection -- except when using circuits with reduced 

time constants which cause only slight distortion -- the problem 

arises concerning the creation of some analytical or grapho

analyticaiethods with which one can recalculate the original
 

pulse from the pulse, recorded on the oscillograph, which is then
 

distorted by the measurement circuit. These methods would have
 

to enable one to determine the effect of any circuits in the
 

instruments used, thus allowing appropriate corrections to be
 

made.
 

Ih what follows, the author proposes some considerations
 

for possible methods to be used for recalculating a pulse. In so
 

doing, these methods are applied in some actual measurement
 

situations involving partial discharges.
 

2. Analytical Methods
 

If the transfer function of a circuit and one of the input
 

and output variables is known, it is possible to analytically
 

determine the other variables in the case of a simple circuit.
 

The problem becomes more and more complicated with circuits con

sisting of several distortion circuits or with the production of
 

some pulses which, in terms of shape, appear more complicated.
 

(instead of a step function, an exponential or double exponential
 

function). By solving the equations for these circuits and
 

calculating the function maximum, although difficult to do, it is
 

1. By distortion circuit is meant a circuit ktth R and C inserted
 
between the "point at which the event occurs" and the "point at
 
which it is measured.t
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definitely possible to determine the pulse amplitude and the
 

time at which the pulse reaches the maximum amplitude.
 

2.1 General Case: Two Distortion Stages, Input Vairable, a
 

Double Exponential Function of the Form: UT.'=Ux,, [exp(- t) -CXP( ilt)] 

This is the most general case which might be encountered in
 

practice both from the standpoint of the number of elements used
 

and from the standpoint of the form of the input variable. Other
 

cases encountered during testing are derived from this case by
 

introducing particular quantities. For such a circuit with
 

two elements (Fig. 1) the transfer function assumes the form: 


C= We defineconr terms as follows:
 

Y=7z(T=RCp) 

6= (T1=RCj) (2) 

Fig. 11. The distortion stages Provided that the variable used
 
between the point where the for the system Input is a double
 
Cischarge is produced and the
 
point at which it is recorded. exponential function of the form:
 
a. measurement stage
 
b. oscillograph amplifier
 

11
 c,d,e. qualitative appearance ec EnCU flj[xp(-t)-cxp(-i ] (3) 
of the pulse distortion 
(reduction in amplitude and 
change in front shape) after with a and P as time constants for
 
passing through the stages. the two exponential functions:,
 

then this function can be expressed
 

as follows:
 
9 (itc.,)'-(L,;, 9 ) [exp (-vt)-exp(--it)J]= 

UUppf (4)

(p+U)(p~fl) 
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Taking into consideration Eqs, C1) and (4), the picture of
 

the output voltage will be the following;
 

- U~, £5)4 f-)7-S 
(p+a) (p +fl)(p+ '(p+ 6) 

where the expansion theorem is used successively: p
 

p = -6; p = -y; p = -6. The values of the constants A, B, C
 

and D are determined. These are given by the following equations;
 

A= 

(?- )6-'x) E, nq 

C= U 

09-9v7'6-) UEeng0 (-f(6- 7) U,, 

With this information the function Uoutput assumes the form;
 

A.,.OA exp(- t)+BeCp(-fi)+Cexp(-)+ 7 
+Dexp(-6t) 

a function which, when solved, gives the solution for the most
 

general case encountered in making measurements.
 

The method of solving Eq. (7) is based on the use of a
 

computer, with the determination of some additional conditions.
 

The results obtained for the maximum amplitude of the pulse
 

(when it occurs) and for the time were in agreement with resuits
 

obtained by other methodd'7
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2.2 Cases Derived from the General Case
 

2.2.1 A single distortion stage, the exponential input
 

variable of the form: ,= [exp(_ ,t)_exp(-I]t)].
 

This case can be studied using the equations for the general
 

case if T1 = 0 (or"6 = a).
 

Substituting these conditions into Eqs. (1), (2), (5),"J6)
 

and (7),=we obtain values for the case in point, (6') and (7'):
 

A = "Uc.
 
-2= .	 ORiGuIqMA PAGE IS 

-OF pOOR QUALM 
B= - Lin;,. 

7) ,13n 
-
C = --" Ue,,
 

€'-;),q-7)
__(6')
 

The equation which gives the maximum for the output variable
 

Uoutput assumes the form:
 

tAU,,=.A cxp(-2t)+ Bexp(-/lt)-+CcxJ(-t 	 (7? ) 

2.2.2 A single distortion stage, the exponential input 

variable of the form: , UE;n, cxp(-XI) 

This case can be studied from the general case wherein
 

T,0 ( =c), f=c, 

Thus Eqs. C6) and 	(7) become:
 

C= 	 (6")
 
-7-a2 

,, exp(-st)+ C e (- t).)
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This case was studied by Kreuger 14;5J whd success-fully
 

determined the variation curve for the ratio of the input variable
 

and the output variable as against the ratio of the time constants
 

for the circuit and for the pulse.. With his' equation it is
 

possible, if one knows the input variable and the circuit parameters,
 

to very easily determine the output variable in a functional
 

manner. The reverse prodddure is also valid.
 

3. Graphic Methods
 

Assuming a partial discharge source consisting of a 'potntr
 

plate" electrode system with a precision resistor R connected in
 

series and with the point at the negative polarity of the voltage 719__9
 

source, K~nig £6] considers this

I- - -

1 
Rsystem with a constant current 

I generator which transmits pulses,- -. 

of constant amplitude and with a
 
Sj rectangul&r front into the test
-

cj: apparatus (Fig. 21.
- -;I 
The Trichel pulses w~ich are
 

Fig. 2. Diagram of a point- found with an electrode arrangement
 
Elate system with a constant of this type are distinguished by'
current generator.
 

their constant amplitude and fre
 

quency for a given voltage [7,8].
 

Fig. 3 shows the regularity of the curve for such a discharge
 

mechanism in a tpoint-plateOt electrode system,
 

An arrangement with two distortion stages inserted between
 
' 
the,"point of the event and the "point of measurementt' shows

that in Fig. 1 R stands for the precision resistor and Cp the
 

interlinking capacity between the plate and ground, while l and
 

C1 represent the amplification elements of the oscillograph. As
 

the pulse passes through each stage its shape changes, affecting
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.....	 both the front and amplitude,
 

precisely as shown qualitatively
 

in Figs. ic, d and e.
 

:jThe current supply by the
 

Tgenerator has two components, ic
 
S<-and m"which passed through the
 

, voltage Esic] and the precision
 

_7 resistor. Provided that a pulse
 

stage is produced at the input,
 
Fig. 3. Trichel pulses in a the current i will increase ex
point-plate electrode system, R
 

current pulses of constant ponentially according to the
 
amplitude, following equation:
 

_-,_ti[V-XPQT)](8) 

with T --C-- the time constant and um = RiR as the vbltageP
 
applied at the oscillograph.
 

This already distorted 	pulse iR reaches the second stage
 

(oscillograph amplifier) and as a result an even more distorted
 

curve is produced.
 

Based on the Duhamel reconstruction theorem, K~nig 16] breaks
 

down the recorded pulse into a series of step pulses of width t
 

At < T (T stands for the time constahtcf the circuit transited)
 

on the basis of which the input variable is determined using a
 

few graphs and some proportionality equations. The smaller the
 

time interval At into-iWhich the pulse is divided and the greater
 

the operating stage, the greater is the precision.
 

Fig. 4 shows the recalculation of the original pulse for
 

an exemplary case from a pulse recorded on an oscilloscope.
 

ORIGINAL -PAGf 1S 
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The series expansion of
 

Eq. (8) which gives the current
 

125 .	 i leads to an approximate

| ,I--	 R
r 
'-'1' 	 equation of the form: 

0

al 	 AiR _AiI, 
- ..... ' 	 _ - i-- A--7 T (9) 

fbr curte 2: 
T ~~- O.-8×0.O-Ott56ns
 

/ 10,J.Ls, 
 in which T is the time constant 

for curve 3: of the circuit transited by the 
i I In 

25 .1'i pulse, At is the partial interval, 
, "2 .- Sl 7 -,36 AiK is the change in the recal

=T l,_24o 	 pulse. The polar curve 

/T' - -i 

1culated 


P is selected at the original
Fig. 4. Recalculation of the
oiginal pucalulsen theudistance T from which Eq. (9) is
original pulse from the pulse
 

recorded on a oscillograph. geometrically determined from the
 
1. Recorded pulse.
 
2. Recalculated pulse, taking similarity of triang s 0' OA'
 
into consideration the influ6nce and OAB and also from the similarity
 
of the measurement circuit. similarity of the other triangles
 
3. Original pulse, recalculated
 
before it passes through the 2 which are formed in succession.
 
circuits. Eq. (9) included the elements
 

being sought.. If we know three variables then in a very simple
 

manner the fourth variable AiK can be derived if the construction1
 

is continued. In section 4 we will outline the technique
 

employed by K~nig using a concrete, recorded example.
 

This method, which was also used by the author in his
 

work, gives sufficiently precise results in comparison with the
 

results produced by other methods (not as precise as the results
 

given by the analytical or adaptive methods, but they can be
 

obtained much morecquickly).
 

1. In so doing, different points iK are determined through
 
which the curve passes and which represent the recalculated
 
pulse.
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4. Computer Simulation Method
 

With respect to this problem, Schwab [9] has made a valuable
 

contribution by using a computer for studying a detection circuit
 

and test circuit for partial discharges.
 

With the knowledge of the pulse parameters at the output of
 

the measurement system and the characteristic curves for the
 

distortion circuits which are inserted between the point at Which
 

the events occurs and the paint of measurement, research carried
 

out at the Institute using the same technique [10] has shown that /200
 

appropriate vairations of the system can be simulated in order to
 

study pulse transmission. If the input variable, e.-g. front,
 

amplitude, etc., is adjusted, then a pulse resembling the pulse
 

obtained on an oscilloscope when measuring partial discharges
 

can be [word missing]. In this case a clear connection between
 

the parameters of these two pulses can be determined, e.g. the
 

distortion caused by a circuit, the corrections which are
 

effected, etc.
 

If we let RC stand for the time constant of the measurement
 
p


circuit~and R1C1 the time constant of the escillograph amplifier
 

(the second distortion stage); with 10( )) standing for the
 

current produced by the partial discharge which is divided
 

between R and Cp (iR and ic); with ul(f standing for the distorted
 

pulse of the first stage which is conveyed to the amplifier and
 

with u2 (t) standing for the pulse recorded on the oscillograph
 

(see Fig. 1), then we can proceed to the actual simulation.
 

Equation (10)
 

io=i +ic (10) 

can be simulated if we take into consideration the fact that
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du.J, -u~,--n 
Pc and i= R 	 (11))=Ccd 

This can be transformed 	into the following equation:
 

di () - ) i )
 
dt RCP CP (12)
 

which gives the solution for u1 (t), i.e. the pulse after the
 

first distortion circuit which will undergo a second change
 

caused by the circuit R1 C1
 

It can be shown that the equation for u2(t) can be derived
 

from a similar equation of the form:
 

d 	2(0 2.+ (1) 0 1) 
di RC1 -C, (13) 

The solutions for these two equations contain the desired values
 

of u1 (t) and u2 (t).
 

Fig. 5 shows a diagram of the simtlation procedure.
 

(TIT-), 	 ,The integrators I1 and 12
 

(7_L attain voltages at their outputs
 
4,+4 3 , 	 -$ which change exponetially with
 

0.141 	 the time constants T and T so
 

(4' 	 that at the output of sumator 3 

a quantity proportional to the 
following equation is obtained:
 

Fig. 5. Diagram of the simula
tion procedure for pulse trans
mission using an analog com' "ioA exp(---)-exp(-


L T,} 	 (14)puter 


Using integrator 14 the first distortion produced by the
 

RCp group is obtained. At the output of integrator 15, after the
 

distortion produced by the group R1 C1 , one obtains a quantity
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proportional to u2(t),,i.e. at another stage precisely the pulse
 

which is recorded on the screen of the oscillograph.
 

In order to simulate and observe the curves for the variables
 

on an analog computer these variables were converted into slow,
 

very easy to observe changes which leads to a transformation of
 

the time scale:
 

(
 

ThussEq. (12) takes on the following form in the new time scale:
 

ditd 1(r) itC) 1 0 (i) i(12") 

Annumber of coefficients (shown in Fig, 5) was obtained for
 

the simulation procedure as a function of the computation 

parameters (R = 9.5 M , C = 0.5 F). With th6se it is possible 

to exactly observe the pulse transmission process. The coef;icien. 

ficients are plotted as elements of the system,
 

The basic diagram dsed for the different cases is shown in
 

Fig. 5. The only changes are in the values of the coefficients
 

which differ for each case studied.
 

If the behavior of the measurement circuits with pulses
 

having a steep front was observed, rectangular pulEes of variable
 

width were produced by a generator G. The simuLation setup used
 

is shown in Fig. 6, With the proposed simulations it was
 

possible to check the measurement circuits. The type of pulse
 

transmission and the connection between the input and output
 

parameters were determined., The problem of reproducing the input
 

pulse on the basis of the pulse recorded by the oscillograph has
 

not yet been completely solved.
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Table 1. The Parameters of the 112V 

Circuit and of the Recording G 
Instrument G] )"U 1(Mr 

I 
021

4 
IIT- P

N T QfPv -I -I tjy e Of, I. 
L[ pF1 oscillograph . .. . . . . . . 

280 200 14 " 5I Pilip GM-5602 Fig. 6. Analog computer simulation 

37,5 200 30 55.3 7,5 rihcl-lcs.rdins diagram of measurement circuits 

-----with rectangular pulses passing
 
through them.
 

5. Test Results
 

Two measurement circuits and two oscillographs were used by
 

the author, T1 stands for the time constant of the amplifier and
 

T the time constant of the measurement circuit. The parameters
 

for-the recording instrument are given in Table 1. When using /201
 

the first circuit the shape of the recorded pulse was that shown
 

in the upper right corner of Fig. 4. This was (nlarged with
 

another scale to allow for easier treatmeht (curve 1).
 

The graph can be explained by a single distortion circuit and
 

the same procedure is followed for the following circuit.
 

In accordance with the method discussed in section 3, a time
 

interval A = 10 ns is selected, i.e. a ratio of At/T = 0.138 < 0.3,
 

and the curve recorded on the oscillographs is divided up into
 

triangles of width At. The segments AiRl...AiR which indicate the
 

change in current through the resistor are determined by reading
 

the curves, and T is determined by the choice of the ratio At/T.
 

It remains to determine the fourth variable Aik which is calculated
 

from Eq. (19) and in so doing a new amplitude is obtained. The
 

triangle of width At and -height Aikl is drawn in; the recalcu

lated curve passes through the middle of At. The other points of
 

curve 2 are determined in a similar manner.
 

It is clear from Fig. 4 that the greatest distortion is
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produced by the current with the greatest time constant, both in
 

terms of the shift in the amplitude maximum and in the steepness
 

of the pulse. Thus in comparison with the recorded pulse, the
 

amplitude of the recalculated pulse 3 is larger by a factor of
 

2.3, while the maximum is shifted by an amount of 23 ns as
 

against the original 6 ns. Therefore even larger insultation
 

loads are produced thah those derived from the values recorded
 

on the oscillograph, a fact which requires careful recalculation
 

of the original pulse.
 

Figs. 7 represents the
'for curve 2,:

150 

-

2 T RC=37,5x200.-10,=7,5ns second case in which a wide
-I A!=-2.2 is 

-1 Atr 0.29 band Ribet-Desjardins oscillo
125 -E scope Was used. The time constantsior curye 3 sop 

- f,T,35.3n from the diagram had values of 
Id Ail 5,
 
0100
4-" 	 Jt , 284  5.3 ns and 7.5 ns. In this case,
- T, 5tns2h itoto asdi
 

because of the small time con
75 - stants, the distortion caused in
 

, 	 both circuits was minimal. The
 
045	 ratio:zof the original pulse maxima
 

I-cFOsilokop noro e'age.tcI.f s and the distorted pulse may not 
25 t-J 2 InterBerfckslchgung &i=s M.-Bkreis-

eafl[USeS umghnet,iser exceed 11.5%. Just as in the 
3 0OcsgnCI- iput u. 9srecne± n.ch. 

dein D.,d9ong boid K - first case, a maximum shift of ale -e 

O 00 | 20 25 30-35 40 45 50 55 60 65 170
 

1,{s--~-- " - 25 	similar value, approximately 
25 ns, was determined. Hence we 

that the results obtained are
Fig. 7. Recalculation of the see 

original pulse from the pulse similar for the different
 
recorded on wide-band oscillo- recording instruments used in the
 
graphs.
 
1) Pulse plotted on an oscillo- two cases.
 
scope. 2) Recalculated pulse
 
taking into consideration the
 
effect of the measurement cir- Using ther computer and the
 
cuit. 3 Y Orir-Q- puise re'- - basic diagram shown in Fig. 5 it
 
calculated after passing
 
through both circuits, was possible to study the effect
 

of the circuit elements during the
 

measurement process.
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- - --	 ........- -= Simulating different situaG 
! ' "<..i - tions -_ precision resistors raz 

W 2.-	 ranging between 37.5 2 and 1000
 

2 and corresponding to different
 

oscillographs -- it was possible
 

'to determine the way in whibh a
 

circuit affects the pulse trans

mission. In so doing, the
 

-

0 10 20 30 4050O 60 70 80 90 smallest distortions were deter-

S -. ins mined in the case of the circuit 

with 	small time constants. From
 

the series 6f results obtained,
 

the results given are those.
 
1 0 20 0. 60 go 100 120 140160 180 

0.20.. t(ns)----.-	 corresponding to the case in-	 -_ 

Fig. 	8. The input pulse (i0 ) which = 37.5 (, O-p = 200 pF, 

on an analog computer recalcu- RCp = 7.5 ns and R C 5.3 ns. 
lated from the pulse recorded p11

atefthe ulsohe mearde- If the pulse at the system output
*at the output of the measure

ment system u0 . is known then the input pulse can
 
U2 = Final pulse recorded on
 be determined.
the oscilloscope 
io = Pulse recalculat~dnon the 
computer. Simulating the two exponential 

functions at the integrators 11 and I25 which are afterwards
 

substracted from the sum E3, and varying the parameters I1 and 12
 

which are determined by the two distortion stages, it was possible
 

to obtain a pulse similar to that recorded on the oscillograph.
 

Because of the similarity between the curve obtained and the curve
 

recbrded using the computer it can be stated that the pulse i0 ,
 

which had such an appearance after passing through the distortion
 

circuit, is the non-distorted original pulse. Fig. 8 shows the
 

curves recorded in this case. Similar results were obtained with
 

other methods. The peak of the original pulse likewise falls in
 

the 23-ns range, J;ust as in the-graphic or analytical methods.
 

(Analytically, solving the-transcendental equations [11] in
 

section 2 gives the amplitude maximum for the specific case of
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F-t~e circuit usedt Other methods give an approximate value of
 

25 ns for the time maximum.) If the circuit is once simulated "/202
 

in this way then the necessary corrections from one stage to
 

another can also be made.
 

Likewise, incase a rectangular pulse generator G is being
 

used, the distortion of the front at each stage and also the
 

reduction in amplitude can be determined.
 

When using rectangular pulses of a width of 20-25 ns we see
 

that the greatest amount of distortion is caused with the pulses
 

of the smallest width. Likewise the rationbetween the pulse
 

amplitudes apply and those recorded are smaller, the larger the
 

pulse width.
 

6. Conclusions
 

6.1 When the characteristic curves for the circuits and
 

the output variable are known, the analytical methods for
 

determinging the input variable, which are easy to use for
 

simple circuits, become difficult methods to handle in the case
 

of several complicated circuits or with the input of complicated
 

functions. Solving these equations requires expert knowledge
 

and, under certain conditions, a computer.
 

6.2 The results obtained using the graphic methods showed
 

that the shape of the original pulse can be recalculated with
 

sufficient accuracy with respect to the distorted pulse. This
 

is independent of the measurement system and thb. oscillograph
 

used, taking into consideration the indications of scale selection.
 

Moreover, data can be obtained on the pulse parameters at the
 

discharge point even in the case of a highly sensitive instrument
 

when using the corrections mentioned above. The graphic method
 

offers the possibility of making a quick evaluation of this
 

phenomenon.
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6.3 The simulation of the pulsetthansmission circuits from
 

the point at which the event occurs to the point at which it is
 

measured using an analog computer gives exceedingly valuable
 

indications for the selection of the characteristic curves of a
 

measurement system which-hiis supposed to transmit the input quantity
 

as accurately as possible. Exact simulation of the distortion
 

circuits makes it possible to reppcduce the input pulse if the
 

output variable u2(t) is known.
 

By applying pulses of different shape and varying their
 

parameters until a pulse is obtained whibh resembles that
 

recorded on the oscilloscope it is possible to approximate the
 

input pulse and obtain some information on the front time, the
 

half-amplitude time and the maximum.
 

6.4 The results obtained using the different methods
 

mentioned in the paper are similar so that one is free to choose
 

any one of the methods. It is recommended, however, that, if
 

possible, at least two methods be used for more exact determinations.
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